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ABSTRACT

Social multimedia users are increasingly sharing all kinds of
data about the world. They do this for their own reasons,
not to provide data for field studies—but the trend presents
a great opportunity for scientists. The Yahoo Flickr Creative
Commons 100 Million (YFCC100M) dataset comprises 99
million images and nearly 800 thousand videos from Flickr,
all shared under Creative Commons licenses. To enable sci-
entists to leverage these media records for field studies, we
propose a new framework that extracts targeted subcorpora
from the YFCC100M, in a format usable by researchers who
are not experts in big data retrieval and processing.

This paper discusses a number of examples from the
literature—as well as some entirely new ideas—of natural
and social science field studies that could be piloted, sup-
plemented, replicated, or conducted using YFCC100M data.
These examples illustrate the need for a general new open-
source framework for Multimedia Big Data Field Studies.
There is currently a gap between the separate aspects of
what multimedia researchers have shown to be possible with
consumer-produced big data and the follow-through of creat-
ing a comprehensive field study framework that supports sci-
entists across other disciplines.

To bridge this gap, we must meet several challenges. For
example, the framework must handle unlabeled and noisily
labeled data to produce a filtered dataset for a scientist—who
naturally wants it to be both as large and as clean as possi-
ble. This requires an iterative approach that provides access
to statistical summaries and refines the search by construct-
ing new classifiers. The first phase of our framework is avail-
able as Multimedia Commons Search (http://search.
mmcommons.org, MMCS), an intuitive interface that en-
ables complex search queries at a large scale. After outlining
our proposal for the general framework and discussing the
potential example studies, this paper describes and evaluates
a practical application to the study of origami.

1. INTRODUCTION

The basis of science is quite often data. Consequently, data
science and machine learning are very hot topics, with new
applications and insights coming out every hour. Unfortu-
nately, it can take a lot of time to record or gather that data,
and to add the necessary annotations and metadata for ma-
chine learning.

For scientific field studies generally, a large proportion
of researchers’ time is often spent in administrative tasks as-
sociated with data-gathering. For example, they must seek
funding, get approval from institutional ethics committees or
other relevant committees, and, if children are involved, ob-
tain parental consent. Additionally, the data recording itself
might take a lot of time, if many samples are needed to con-
firm or invalidate a hypothesis. In particular, automatic anal-
ysis of data using machine learning requires quite large data-
sets. Last but not least, the sampling variety a scientist can
achieve with a given dataset, in terms of geographical and cul-
tural diversity, is generally constrained by the time and money
required for travel.

The Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million
(YFCC100M) is the largest publicly available multimedia
dataset [? ]. This user-generated content (UGC) corpus com-
prises 99.2 million images and 800, 000 videos from Flickr,
shared under Creative Commons copyrighticenses. New ex-
tensions and subsets are frequently added, as part of the Mul-
timedia Commons initiative [? ]. An important advantage of
the YFCC100M for scientific studies is that access is open
and simple. Because the media are Creative Commons, they
can be used for almost any type of research—and the stan-
dardized licenses make any restrictions clear (for example, on
commercial applications). In Figure 1 some example images
and licenses are shown.

We are proposing a framework to extend the existing
YFCC100M ecosystem to enable scientists with no expertise
in big data retrieval and processing to filter out data that is
relevant for their research question, and to process that data
to begin answering it. Depending on the topic, the framework
might be used to collect and analyze the central dataset for
a new study, or it might be used to pilot or prepare for on-
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Fig. 1. YFCC100M images extracted by using the pre-existing data browser (http://YFCC100M.appspot.com/about) [? ] to
search for ‘throw’, ‘dog baby’, and ‘parrot’ (from left to right: [https://www.flickr.com/photos/29233640@N07/3318234428,
license: CC BY 2.0], [https://www.flickr.com/photos/7300793@N06/5725224597, license: CC BY-NC 2.0],
[https://www.flickr.com/photos/69221340@N04/6912680630, license: CC BY 2.0]).

the-ground data collection. In addition, the framework can
provide a way to replicate or extend existing studies, where
the original recordings are not publicly available due to ad-
ministrative restrictions or ethics rules.

The contributions of this paper are in introducing the mul-
timedia big data studies (MMBDS) concept and our search
engine for the YFCC100M, discussing the benefits and limi-
tations of MMBDS, providing many elaborated examples of
potential MMBDS from different disciplines, and analyzing
some of the requirements for implementing those studies in
a comprehensive general framework (including existing tools
that could be leveraged). For the requirements analysis, we
apply our concept to the concrete and entirely novel example
of origami studies.

Overall, we hope the new possibilities offered by this
framework will inspire scientists to come up with new re-
search ideas that leverage the Multimedia Commons, and to
contribute new tools and data resources to the framework. We
thus can bridge the gap between the potential applications of
multimedia research and its actual application in the sciences
and humanities.

In Section 2, we describe the YFCC100M dataset ecosys-
tem in more detail, with reference to its potential for
MMBDS. In Section 3, we describe the basic structure of the
framework. Next, we give examples of studies that could be
extended, new research that could be done in future, and new
applications that could be pursued using the YFCC100M or
similar datasets in an MMBDS framework (Sections 4 and 5).
We describe a practical case study on origami in Section 6.
Section 7 provides an outlook for the future.

2. THE YFCC100M DATASET

This section describes the YFCC100M ecosystem, including
the dataset, associated extensions, and tools, focusing on the
advantages and limitations for MMBDS.

While we eventually intend to incorporate additional data
sources into the MMBDS framework, we began with the
YFCC100M because of its size, its availability, and other suit-
able characteristics.

2.1. Purpose-Built vs. General Datasets

If a researcher can get all the data required for a study from an
existing purpose-built dataset, that is usually the best choice.
But quite often, existing datasets might not be diverse enough
in terms of location, language, etc. to suit their needs, or they
might not have the right data type (text, image, audio, video).

Scraping data from the web presents a different set of
difficulties. Existing search engines (whether general, like
Google, or service-specific, like Flickr or YouTube) are not
built for data-gathering, and are only partially able to handle
unlabeled data. Constant updates to the search engines and
the content mean that the search that led to the dataset will
not necessarily be reproducible. Providing the actual data, so
other researchers can replicate the study, may not be possi-
ble due to restrictive or unclear licensing, and maintaining the
data in a public repository requires long-term resources.

In contrast, the YFCC100M can be accessed at any time,
the data in it remains the same, and a subset can easily be
shared as a list of IDs.

2.2. YFCC100M Characteristics

The YFCC100M is comprised of images and videos that were
uploaded to Flickr under Creative Commons licenses between
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Fig. 2. Duration distribution of YFCC100M videos.

2004 and 2014. This comparatively long time frame—and
the enormous amount of data—make it particularly suited to
scientific studies.

Classification results show that the YFCC100M is very
diverse in terms of subject matter [? ]. And again, even
if a researcher cannot find a sufficiently large set of high-
quality images or videos for a full study on their topic, the
YFCC100M can be very helpful for exploratory or prelimi-
nary studies. Such pre-studies can help a researcher decide
which factors to vary or explore in an in-depth, controlled
study. They can also be quite useful in illuminating poten-
tial difficulties or confounds. This can help researchers avoid
mistakes and delays during targeted data acquisition.

The average length of videos in the YFCC100M is 39
seconds. Some are, of course, much longer—but for stud-
ies that require longer continuous recordings, there might not
be enough long examples. However, Sections 4 and 5 provide
a number of examples where short videos would suffice, such
as analyzing human body movements.

In addition to the raw data, the YFCC100M dataset in-
cludes metadata such as user-supplied tags and descriptions,
locations (GPS coordinates and corresponding place names),
recording timestamps, and camera types, for some or all of
the media. This metadata can be also used in MMBDS. In
particular, location (available for about half the media) could
be highly relevant when a study requires data from a specific
region or when location is a factor in the study, e.g., for analy-
sis of environmental or cultural differences between regions.
Timestamps can be used when changes over time are of in-
terest, such as changes in snow cover.1 Camera types may
influence features of images or videos in ways that are rele-
vant for extraction of information.

On-the-ground field studies are limited in how many spe-
cific locations they can target, due to time and resources.
In contrast, the wide coverage across locations found in the

1GPS coordinates and timestamps are not always accurate, but inaccurate
data is usually easy to identify and discard.

YFCC100M [? ? ] makes it possible to focus on comparing
many different places—or, conversely, to reduce location bias
within a study area.

However, metadata—especially when it is user-
generated—has its limits. Complete and correct metadata
cannot be expected. A robust approach leveraging this
wealth of metadata must therefore work around incorrect,
ambiguous, or missing annotations. We discuss this in detail
in Section 3.1.

2.3. Extended Resources and Tools

An important advantage of the YFCC100M dataset is that
new resources are often added by research groups working to-
gether in the Multimedia Commons. These include carefully
selected annotated subsets [e.g., ? ] and preprocessed data-
sets (or subsets) of commonly used types of features [e.g., ? ?
? ? ? ]. Having precomputed features can significantly speed
up processing. The Multimedia Commons also includes a set
of automatically generated tags (autotags) for all of the im-
ages and the first frame of each video, labeling them for 1500
visual concepts (object classes) with 90% precision [? ], and
a set of automatically generated multimodal video labels for
609 concepts [? ].

The existing subsets can reduce the amount of data that
has to be parsed to extract relevant examples for a study.
As one example, the YLI-MED video subset [? ] pro-
vides strong annotations for ten targeted events (or no targeted
event), along with attributes like languages spoken and musi-
cal scores. Our objective in part is to enable scientists to cre-
ate new strongly annotated subsets (as described in Section 3)
and—ideally—to contribute them in turn to the Multimedia
Commons.

The current Multimedia Commons ecosystem includes
an easy-to-use image browser, described in Kalkowski et al.
2015 [? ]. This browser can use the image metadata to gener-
ate subsets according to a user’s specifications, provide statis-
tics about that subset or the dataset as a whole, allow users to
view the images, and provide URLs to download images for
further analysis.

3. THE MMBDS FRAMEWORK

Our MMBDS framework takes a similar approach to
Kalkowski et al.’s data browser [? ]. However, our new frame-
work is open source, enables more types of searches (e.g.,
feature-based), and provides more ways to interact with and
refine a dataset to achieve the desired result.

This section outlines the MMBDS framework—including
specifications based on our conversations with scientists and
our case study on origami (see Section 6)—and describes our
progress in implementing it.
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3.1. The Proposed Dataset-Building Process

Ideally, a scientist will want high-quality data with strong—
i.e., consistent and reliable—annotations. But user-supplied
tags are generally inconsistent, sometimes inaccurate, and of-
ten do not exist at all. In addition, scientists will frequently
be looking for characteristics that a user would not typically
think to tag because they are unremarkable or backgrounded
(like ordinary trees lining a street)—or would not tag in the
same way (for example, listing each species of tree). How-
ever, obviously, it would be very cumbersome for expert an-
notators to go through all of the YFCC100M images and
videos and label them by hand for a given research project.

We propose an iterative, hybrid approach to take advan-
tage of both content and metadata in this large corpus. A
typical search process might start with a user selecting some
terms and filters to gather an initial candidate pool. These fil-
ters can be of multiple types, including metadata filters and/or
(weak) detectors. The use of automatic detectors means that
all data is included in the search, whether the user has sup-
plied tags or not. The search engine would enable the user
to prioritize the various filters to sort the data [as in ? ? ].
(Alternatively, the user could start with a similarity search, if
they already had some relevant examples on hand.)

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the MMBDS framework,
including ideas and products (red), dataset extraction (cyan)
handled by MMCS and scripts, and data analysis (blue) han-
dled by pySPACE.

If the resulting set of candidates is sufficient and reason-
ably apropos, the search could end there, with the expert
(optionally) manually eliminating the less relevant examples.
The data browser may then be used to add any additional an-
notations the researcher requires. If it is not satisfactory, the
candidate pool could be automatically narrowed. Narrowing
could be done by adding or removing filters/detector types,
changing the filter parameters, adjusting their associated con-
fidence bounds, or selecting some relevant candidates and
keeping only the most similar examples among the rest.

Alternatively, if the candidate pool is too small or nar-
row, the next step could be to expand it. This could be done
by adding or removing filters/detector types, adjusting filter
parameters or confidence bounds, or using similarity search

based on the best candidates found so far. (Where similar-
ity search might be based on content/features or on metadata
clustering.) The user could also examine the metadata (in-
cluding autotags) associated with examples identified via au-
tomatic detectors, to inspire new metadata search terms.

Finally, the data processing framework (see Section 3.3)
would allow the user to create a new classifier/filter based on
the candidate pool, and re-apply it to a new search.

Each of these processes could be iterated until the field
expert is satisfied with the size and quality of the example
dataset. Although the expert would most likely have to do
some manual reviewing and selecting, the automatic filtering
would make each step more manageable. In addition, any
labels generated in the process could (if the user chose) be
fed back into the system, to provide more reliable annotations
for future studies. This process is summarized in Figure 3.

3.2. Implementation: Expanding Search Capabilities

There are, of course, a number of existing approaches to
search. But so far, none brings together all the features needed
for MMBDS. For MMBDS, a scientist should be able to iter-
atively choose and customize searches on all different types
and aspects of multimedia data (text, textual metadata, im-
ages, audio, etc.); retrieve data by labels, by content similar-
ity, or by specifying particular characteristics for detection;
specify the fuzziness of the parameters; and (if desired) re-
trieve all of the matching examples. In addition to browsing
and selecting data, the framework should also allow for anno-
tation and for the creation of new filters within the same in-
terface (see Section 3.3). The testing of new filters, as well as
the goal of full customizability, can be much better achieved
when the framework is fully open source—unlike the current
YFCC100M browser [? ].

We are therefore building a comprehensive new search
engine, together with a web-based front end, called Multi-
media Commons Search (MMCS). The open-source frame-
work thus far is built around a Solr-based search, connected
via Flask to a React web page. It is available at http://
search.mmcommons.org/, on GitHub, and via Google
Drive. The search engine currently uses the YFCC100M
metadata; Yahoo-supplied extensions such as geographical
information and autotags; video labels [? ]; and language
labels [? ]. Confidence scores for the autotags and video tags
can be used to adjust the precision of the search.

Figure 4 shows the current state of the MMCS web in-
terface. The user can generate complex searches (optionally
using Solr queries) and use metadata filters to exclude irrele-
vant results.

We are continuing to add new filters and search types. We
next plan to add similarity search (e.g., based on LIRE [? ]),
using existing and/or new human-generated video labels [e.g.,
? ], as well as adding some of the existing feature sets to aid
in building new filters. We may also generate new autotags
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Multimedia Commons Search
(MMCS) interface.

based on high-frequency user-supplied tags, which can then
generalize over the whole dataset [? ]. In addition, new auto-
tags could be generated by transferring classifiers trained on
other datasets.

Several studies have already investigated how and to what
degree the user-supplied tags in the YFCC100M can be used
to bootstrap annotations for untagged media. For example,
Izadinia et al. [? ] suggested a new classifier to deal with
noisy class labels. It uses user-supplied tags (“wild tags”) to
generate automatic (weak) annotations for untagged data in
the YFCC100M. Popescu et al. [? ] developed an evalua-
tion scheme in which user-supplied tags can be used to eval-
uate new descriptors (when enough user tags are available)—
though again, field studies may require descriptors that do not
tend to occur in tags. As we expand further, filters will in-
corporate any newly generated metadata, such as estimated
locations for non-geotagged media. Other additions may in-
volve automatically detecting characteristics likely to be use-
ful across a variety of studies, such as 3D posture specifica-
tions. Such estimation combines 2D pose estimation [? ? ]
with a mapping from 2D to 3D, mostly based on existing 3D
databases of human poses.2 We also intend to add transla-

2However, addition of 3D postures may not be feasible for a while yet. In
a test of some state-of-the-art pose estimation tools, we realized that current
capabilities are more limited than they are often reported to be. The recogni-
tion quality was poor when we queried less common (or less straightforward)
postures involving, for example, crossed legs or rotated hips. We believe this
discrepancy between the reported performance and our results arises from
standard issues with transfer from small datasets with a limited set of targets
(in this case, poses) to wild UGC data. In addition, in practical terms, pose

tion capabilities. And as we noted above, users may choose
to contribute new classifiers they train or new annotation sets
they create.

Finally, in addition to adding new metadata and new
search capabilities, we hope to incorporate additional UGC
corpora beyond the YFCC100M, including text and pure au-
dio corpora.

3.3. From Search to Data Processing

To enable scientists to perform studies, developing search fil-
ters is not sufficient. A user-friendly data-processing frame-
work is also necessary, for annotating, correcting labels, ex-
tracting features from the data, and/or creating new classifiers
and filters from search results or from target images they al-
ready have on hand.

In addition to improving MMCS, we will add a data pro-
cessing component, for example by extending the signal pro-
cessing and classification environment pySPACE [? ] to
work on multimedia data. To build new classifiers for im-
ages and video keyframes, the framework might incorporate
CNN features from VGG16 trained on ImageNet [? ], train
a simple classifier on the examples selected by the user, and
then use the classifier to retrieve additional images from the
YFCC100M. (Although this piece has not yet been incorpo-
rated in the publicly available version of the framework, Sec-
tion 6 describes a trial run of the process.) As we noted in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, these classifiers and labels could then be
incorporated into the framework for future studies, providing
more prefab filtering options to new users.

3.4. A Potential Issue: Selection Bias

One issue the data-processing framework will need to help
researchers address is selection bias. Bias might arise from
the filtering strategies or from the distribution of the dataset
itself, potentially affecting the results of a study. Kordopatis-
Zilos et al. [? ] analyzed several dimensions of bias in the
YFCC100M with respect to the location estimation task:
• Location bias: The YFCC100M is biased toward the U.S.

and (to a lesser degree) Europe; people are more likely to
take pictures in certain places (like tourist destinations);3

• User bias: Some users contribute a much higher proportion
of the data than others;

• Text description bias: Some data comes with many tags and
long descriptions, while some is not even titled;

• Text diversity bias: Some tags and descriptions might be
very similar (especially if uploaded together); and

• Visual/audio content bias: Data may contain more or fewer
of the particular visual or audio concepts targeted by auto-
matic classifiers.

estimation requires heavy processing, which is rather slow on a dataset the
size of the YFCC100M.

3In addition, filtering must account for non-unique place names like Rich-
mond.
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Other important dimensions might include language (of
content or metadata), properties of the recording device, time
of day, or the gender, age, etc. of the contributors and sub-
jects. For applied studies involving training and evaluating
classification algorithms, class imbalance can also be an issue
[? ].

For MMBDS filtering, we intend to build on the sam-
pling strategy suggested by Kordopatis-Zilos et al. In this
approach, the percentage of the difference between a given
metric computed on the target dataset compared to a met-
ric computed on a less biased reference dataset is reported
(“volatility” in their equation 6). To generate one or more
reference datasets, the system can apply strategies that mit-
igate the aforementioned biases (like text diversity or geo-
graphical/user uniform sampling) or separate the biased data-
set into several subgroups (like text-based, geographically fo-
cused, and ambiguity-based sampling). The search engine
can support creation of the reference datasets, and then the
data-processing framework can calculate the different perfor-
mance metrics in an evaluation setting.

In addition to trying to mitigate bias, the data processing
framework should make the user aware (e.g., via a visual-
ization) of possible residual biases that could influence their
results.

4. EXAMPLE STUDIES: ANSWERING SCIENTIFIC
QUESTIONS WITH UGC

A wide range of studies in natural science, social science,
and the humanities could be performed or supplemented us-
ing UGC media data rather than controlled recording.

In some of the examples in this section, we describe ex-
isting studies and suggest how they could be reproduced or
extended with the YFCC100M dataset. In other examples,
we suggest studies that have not yet been performed at all.

Depending on the example, the UGC data might be the
final object of study, or it might act as a pilot. As a pilot
or pre-study, it could help researchers get a handle on what
variables they most want to examine or isolate in controlled
data-gathering, what other variables they need to control for,
how much data and how many camera angles they need, etc. It
can also alert them to additional factors or possible variables
of interest that they might not have expected a priori. Such a
pilot could save a project significant time and money.

4.1. Environmental Changes and Climate Indexes

Researchers have already begun combining social-media im-
ages with data from other sources to analyze changes in the
natural world.

In general, it is possible to extract or classify any specific
kind of plant, tree, lake, mountain, river, cloud, etc. in images.
Since natural scenes are popular motifs in vacation images,
there is quite a bit of relevant data in the YFCC100M. This

data can be used to analyze changes in those features across
time and space. For example, calculated features such as color
scores can be used to create indexes, such as a snow index, a
pollution index, or an index representing the height of a river
or creek.

In one recent case, Castelletti et al. [? ] used a combina-
tion of traditional and UGC data to optimize a control policy
for water management of Lake Como in Italy. They calculated
virtual snow indexes from webcam data and from Flickr pho-
tos. Using data from even one webcam was already slightly
better than using satellite information, and combining the two
showed large benefits. However, they were not able to lever-
age the Flickr photos for similar gains because their image
dataset covered too short a time period.

By using the ten years of YFCC100M data with this ap-
proach, researchers could further improve on these results,
and even generalize to other regions of the world where
YFCC100M coverage is dense (especially North America,
Europe, the Middle East, and Australia). In related studies
[? ? ], satellite images were taken as ground truth to esti-
mate worldwide snow and vegetation coverage using (unfil-
tered, but geotagged and time-stamped) Flickr images. Us-
ing a combination of these two approaches to enhance snow
indexes all over the world would be very useful for climate
analysis.

To estimate air pollution (PM2.5 index) from images, re-
cent approaches have used image data from small, purpose-
built datasets. For example, Liu et al. 2016 [? ] correlated
images with publicly available measurements of the PM2.5

index in Beijing, Shanghai, and Phoenix, using specific fea-
tures to construct estimators of the air pollution based purely
on images. Zhang et al. [? ] used a CNN-based approach to
the same task, focusing on Beijing. Extending those studies
to larger datasets (different points of interest, different dis-
tances to observed objects, and different times and seasons)
and more locales could enable the generation of air pollution
estimates for places where no sensors exist. This could be
achieved by correlating geotagged, time-stamped outdoor im-
ages in the YFCC100M dataset with pollution measurements
for locations where that data is publicly available, then trans-
lating the results to locations without pollution sensors.

Cloud-cover data is also highly relevant for longterm anal-
ysis of the natural world [? ]. Some work has been done on
automatically classifying cloud types [? ]. However, meth-
ods for globally complete cloud-cover estimation have not
been developed to extend localized automatic detection and
human-generated estimates, which often suffer from gaps.
Existing studies [e.g., ? ] could be augmented by adding
YFCC100M image data to existing cloud-cover databases.
This image data could be gathered by using image segmen-
tation [? ] and/or classifiers to pick out clouds, possibly aug-
mented by incorporating PoseNet to determine the direction
of the camera [? ].

In the related field of geography, there is already great
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interest in using UGC to address scientific research questions
(a form of citizen science). For example, crowdsourcing has
been used to gather data on forest diseases [? ], and Flickr
data has been used to improve landcover maps [? ].

4.2. Human Language and Gesture Communication

The YFCC100M contains a wealth of data on human interac-
tion and communication [? ], which could be quite valuable
for linguistics, cognitive science, anthropology, psychology,
and other social sciences.

In addition to searching for and filtering relevant videos
using text metadata and location, researchers could target spe-
cific situations using automatic classification functions like
speech/non-speech detection, language identification, emo-
tion/affect recognition, and pose recognition. Language iden-
tifications on the YFCC100M metadata [? ] have al-
ready been added to the MMBDS framework. Off-the-shelf
speech/non-speech detection [e.g., ? ] and speech recognition
[e.g., ? ? ? ], written [e.g., ? ] and spoken [e.g., ? ] lan-
guage identification, and speech-based emotion recognition
[e.g., ? ? ] packages could also be incorporated.4 Extracting
3D models for pose recognition has been studied for images
[? ? ? ], and will hopefully continue to improve and become
more efficient. If so, this work can be extended to video [? ],
in combination with work on motion trajectories already be-
ing done with YFCC100M videos [? ]. This aspect would be
quite challenging, but very useful for several of the examples
described in this section and Section 5.

An example of a study that could be expanded in this
way compares how people talk to pets, babies, and adults.
Mitchell’s (2001) analysis identified ways in which people
in the U.S. speak to their dogs as they would to infants,
in terms of content (short sentences) and acoustic features
(higher pitch), and ways the two types of speech differ [? ].

With MMBDS, the dataset for this study could be broad-
ened, and comparisons made to how people talk to other
pets and non-domestic animals, along with comparing child-
directed and animal-directed speech in other cultures. For
such a study, short videos like those on Flickr would be suffi-
cient. A large number of videos could be gathered using meta-
data searches, given the popularity of animals and children as
video subjects in YFCC100M; in addition, some videos al-
ready have strong annotations for interaction with animals [?
]. If necessary, this could be supplemented with speech/non-
speech detection and other feature-based filters to identify ba-
bies, children, and pets.

On a much wider scale, there are many topics in child lan-
guage acquisition that could be explored using UGC data, es-
pecially for high-frequency phenomena. Existing corpora of

4Of course, no available off-the-shelf detector for any video or image
characteristic will provide perfect accuracy. However, used in combination
with other filters and given the ability to adjust the desired certainty, they can
be a valuable tool for narrowing or broadening the search space.

children’s speech and child-directed speech (CHILDES [? ]
being the most widely used) usually include some video data,
but by far the majority is audio-only or annotated transcripts.
This limits researchers’ ability to examine the relationship
between children’s utterances and the situational context for
them (for example, what they might be trying to describe or
achieve). Acquisition researchers therefore often spend a sig-
nificant portion of their budget on video recording—and a
significant amount of time dealing with Institutional Review
Boards’ requirements for data involving children.

We describe here two among the many examples where
an important acquisition study could be extended using UGC
data. In one example, Choi and Bowerman (1991, 2003)
examined how English- and Korean-speaking children con-
ceptualized the relationships between two objects [? ? ].
Different languages highlight different aspects of spatial re-
lationships; for example, English put in vs. put on distin-
guish containment from surface attachment, while Korean
kkita vs. nehta distinguish close-fitting from loose-fitting rela-
tionships. Choi and Bowerman used videotapes of both spon-
taneous speech and controlled experiments to investigate how
the difference in language affected children’s spatial reason-
ing. They and other authors have since extended this work to,
e.g., Dutch [? ] and Tzotzil [? ].

The YFCC100M could be used to collect data for many
more languages, using language identification, detectors for
children or children’s voices, and location metadata, perhaps
combined with tag searches and/or object or pose detectors
to identify particular target situations. A subfield of language
acquisition explores how children’s language learning is inte-
grally related to learning about social behavior as a whole [?
? ? ]; such studies require a large amount of video data to get
the necessary rich context. In one seminal study, Ochs and
Schieffelin (1984) used data (including video) from several
of their past projects to identify important differences in how
caregivers in three cultures talk (or don’t talk) to prelinguistic
infants [? ]. These differences stem from varying assump-
tions about what kinds of communicative intentions an infant
could have.

For other researchers who are extending the findings
about caregiver assumptions in large comparisons across
many culture groups, in-depth data-gathering is of course nec-
essary. But to answer some preliminary questions and ascer-
tain which cultural groups might follow which general pat-
terns in addressing infants—i.e., to decide where to conduct
that in-depth data-gathering—a pilot study using short, un-
controlled videos from a UGC corpus with worldwide cov-
erage could be very helpful. In this case, location metadata
could be combined with language identification and identifi-
cation of babies and children in the videos (and/or broad tag
searches) to find potential videos of interest. Again, using
such a pilot to prepare for more controlled, high-quality data
gathering is especially helpful for studies involving children
and conducted across national borders, given the added dif-
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ficulties in scheduling data-gathering and getting proper per-
missions.

The related and growing field of gesture studies relies for
obvious reasons on video-recorded data [e.g., ? ? ? ]. Here,
again, there are questions that can be answered using short
videos or even images. Depending on the question, UGC
might provide the dataset for study or act as a pilot. At
the least, even uncontrolled, messy UGC data can give the
researcher a preliminary sense of how frequent a particular
phenomenon is and whether it is common across speakers or
across a culture.

But in the case of gesture, tag-based search will likely pro-
duce little of value. Gesture researchers interested in system-
atic description of the ordinary hand movements, postures,
and facial expressions that accompany normal conversation
will not be able to find those ordinary gestures using tags;
after all, tags tend to point out the exceptional.

To take a concrete example, a gesture researcher at one of
our institutions wanted to study when people gesture with a
pointed finger but without pointing at anything in specific (for
example, how does it correlate with emphatic tone of voice?).
However, when she tried a tag search for pointing in UGC
videos, of course, she found either extreme examples (shak-
ing a pointed finger angrily) or examples where people were
pointing at something or someplace, rather than the small
hand movements she wanted to analyze. In this case, the re-
searcher gave up on pursuing the question—but if she had
been able to use feature-based query-by-example, or (better
yet) initiate a search by specifying the 3D relationship be-
tween the hand and fingers, she could have had much better
success.

4.3. Human Behavior: Emotion Examples

One area of behavioral research where multimedia data is vi-
tal is the study of how humans express emotion, and how we
understand others’ emotions. (And human emotion research
in turn feeds into multimedia research on automatic emotion
understanding; see Section 5.2 for examples.)

In particular, it can be difficult to obtain spontaneous
recordings of a wide range of emotions in an experimental
setting. Researchers can set up situations to try to elicit emo-
tional reactions (sometimes called “induced emotion”) [e.g.,
? ], but there are limits to this practice—especially given the
ethical requirements to obtain permission. UGC therefore has
the potential to fill a large gap in emotion and affect research
that is only beginning to be addressed.

However, as with the gesture example discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2, a simple approach to tag-based search—e.g., using
emotion words like disappointment—is not likely to yield sci-
entifically useful results. It will likely only turn up examples
where the behavioral expression of that emotion is extreme,
and/or where the uploader has some personal reason for com-
menting on it. Researchers targeting the expression of specific

emotions can find more representative samples by searching
for situations likely to elicit those emotions, either using tags,
existing event annotations, or detectors for events or other as-
pects of the situation.5 For example, sports events are as-
sociated with feelings of excitement, suspense, triumph, and
disappointment [? ].

Alternatively, a researcher could start by searching for
particular facial expressions, gestures, or tones of voice—
either using feature-based query-by-example or by specifying
3D postures, motion trajectories, pitch contours, etc.—then
analyze the types of situations that lead up to those reactions
and what, if anything, the participants say about them.

These avenues of multimedia research could be very help-
ful in developing a fuller picture of the wide range of behav-
iors that can express any given emotion. Much has been done
to identify the most prototypical facial expressions, vocal in-
flections, etc. associated with particular emotions [? ? ? ].
However, one of the important questions in the field is how
to get beyond those prototypical reactions to a more compre-
hensive understanding—especially as emotion expression is
known to vary quite widely even within a single culture, much
less across cultures [? ? ].

The flipside of research into emotion expression is re-
search into how people interpret and categorize the emotions
of others based on their behaviors. Image, audio, and video
data are of course a mainstay for creating test stimuli in such
experiments. However, much of the most prominent research
on emotion recognition [e.g., ? ? ] has used acted rather than
spontaneous emotion, which (besides being unnatural) tends
to stick to prototypical cues. Researchers are discovering the
limits of this approach and the questions it can address [e.g., ?
] (including for translation into automatic affect recognition;
see Section 5.2). Hence, the last few years have seen a shift
to recognizing the need for more spontaneous data, such as
that found in the YFCC100M. After all, humans can and do
deal with quite messy data about the emotions of the people
around them [? ].

One possible research project (to potentially be conducted
by one of the authors) would be to use YFCC100M data to
compare how speakers of different languages conceptualize
and talk about emotions. For example, there is a large class
of languages that express virtually all emotions as states of
the experiencer’s body parts [? ]. This is particularly com-
mon in Southeast Asia, as in the following example from the
Hakha Lai language of Burma: ka-ha-thi na-thak, literally
‘my tooth-blood you itch’, meaning ‘I can’t stand you’ [? ].
Geotagged videos from Southeast Asia could help to investi-

5While it is possible that off-the-shelf emotion/affect detectors could be
used here, their utility is limited if the object of study is emotion expression
or interpretation itself. Automatic classification of human behavior is neces-
sarily always a few steps behind what is known in behavioral science [? ?
]. Creative approaches can at least partially account for this [? ], but a sim-
ple system can only confidently identify the most prototypical, unambiguous
examples, rather than the full range. (In addition, such detectors are often
trained on acted emotion—see Section 5.2.)
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gate whether other, non-verbal aspects of emotion expression
differ in related ways.

Another potential study by the same researcher might in-
vestigate how emotion categorizations and descriptions are
influenced by an understanding of context. A broadly repre-
sentative set of test stimuli could be compiled using the meth-
ods described above, along with location metadata, existing
strong subset annotations, and (ideally) language identifica-
tion, to find likely candidate images and videos from different
languages and cultures. Researchers could then compare how
people described the emotions of the people in them depend-
ing on whether they were shown the preceding (or surround-
ing) context, or only the snippet of the person expressing the
target emotion. An extended experiment could also compare
descriptions based on only the audio or only the visual stream
from a video.

4.4. Location-Based Comparisons

In the YFCC100M, around 50% of the data is geotagged, and
location estimations can be generated for many of the remain-
ing images and videos, especially ones recorded outdoors [?
? ]. From this, it is possible to approximately infer the loca-
tion of many users’ homes—or at least their hometowns—as
well as where they travel to. Even where location estimation
for a given image is too difficult (especially indoors), infor-
mation can be gleaned at the user level based on the individ-
ual’s other uploaded images. For some studies, it may even
be more helpful to know where the user is from than where
the picture was taken.

One possible research question in this area would be to
compare where people from different locales like to travel
(and take pictures) [? ? ]—do they go to (other) urban areas?
Do they go out into nature? At what times of year? A more
in-depth analysis could examine changes in those behaviors
over time to identify how preferred tourist spots change in
response to world events.

As another example, a researcher (e.g., in anthropology or
marketing) could use geotagged indoor images and videos to
identify patterns in the personal possessions of people from
different locations and backgrounds. Using classifiers on la-
beled data, it would be possible to determine the brands and
values of at least some items. In many cases, it might be pos-
sible to identify the objects and their values by image compar-
isons, e.g., with an online store. Companies could also gather
data about how their products are used in practice in different
cultures and countries, and use this information to develop
new services and products or marketing strategies [? ]. Such
analysis could lead to a variety of automated applications as
well; see Section 5.4.

As we noted in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, location data can also
be used in cross-cultural studies. As a starting point, styles of
photography could themselves be compared across locations
and over time.

As another example, comparisons of gender presentation
and gender dynamics across cultures are usually based on in-
depth fieldwork on the ground. But such studies could be sup-
plemented with UGC data to provide cross-checking against
many more data points for a given culture, and to quickly
gather at least some data from many different locales with-
out having to travel to all of them. A researcher could iden-
tify such data using geotags and (optionally) inferred loca-
tions, relevant user-supplied tags, person detectors, and pos-
sibly language detectors.6

4.5. Medical Studies

Wang et al. (2017) used a combination of machine-learning
methods to attempt to identify Flickr users who engage in de-
liberate self-harm [? ]. They showed differences by text char-
acteristics, user profile statistics, activity patterns, and im-
age features. Classification results were not as accurate as is
usual for more well-studied tasks, but were certainly accurate
enough to produce a good candidate set for a field expert to
narrow down. Wang et al. suggest that data gathered via such
a detector could help researchers enrich their understanding of
the triggers and risk factors for self-harm, along with study-
ing the self-presentation and interactions of self-harmers on
social media per se.

That work had a specific topical focus (on content that
might not be well represented in Creative Commons media),
and thus approached the problem somewhat differently than
we are proposing for a more multi-purpose search interface.
However, we consider the results to be a promising indicator
of the potential of such efforts.

We have not tried to quantitatively assess how much con-
tent can be found in the YFCC100M to represent abnormal or
pathological behavior or physical conditions. However, even
for cases where the YFCC100M does not contain many ex-
amples of a targeted condition, it can still be quite useful to
researchers studying that condition: It can provide a quick and
easy way to gather a baseline dataset to compare to. (In fact,
Wang et al. pulled their examples of non–self harm content
from the YFCC100M, though they did not target any specific
behaviors for that control set [? ].)

5. EXAMPLE UGC-BASED AI APPLICATIONS

As with the examples in Section 4, some of the possibilities
we describe for applied research with UGC extend existing
studies, while some of these areas have not been explored
much at all.

6A potential filter could be built to exclude tourists’ contributions where
they are unlikely to be apropos, using tags and inference from the locations
of other pictures from that user.
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5.1. Movement Training for Robotics

Imitation learning in robotics requires recorded data of hu-
mans performing a target behavior or motion. Movements
can be learned and transferred via shadowing [e.g., ? ? ], for
example to a robot arm for grasping [? ] or throwing, or an
agent can learn from recordings of a single human over a long
time-span [? ].

Taking throwing as an example, it would be possible to
infer joint and object positions, velocities, and accelerations
from movements observed in data from a variety of sources,
including targeted motion-tracking systems but also record-
ings of, e.g., ball games. Within our framework, 3D human
pose estimation would have to be applied to single keyframe
images from a video [? ? ? ? ].

After extracting the movements, the data can be seg-
mented, for example using velocity-based multiple change-
point inference [? ]. The motion primitives can then be post-
processed and classified [? ]. Finally, the movement behavior
can be optimized and transferred [? ].

Such movement trajectories can be used not only for
transfer learning, but also for more general analyses of move-
ment patterns and to build classifiers, for example to identify
movement disorders.

5.2. Interaction Training for AI Systems

As robots, dialogue systems, AI assistants, and other AI-
based services improve in sophistication and interactivity,
they need to be able to recognize and categorize not just
speech, but human emotions, attentional cues, and other cues
that can help in interpreting intent.7 There is therefore a major
drive (for example, in affective computing) toward automatic
recognition of emotion8 in multimedia data, including facial
expressions [surveys in ? ? ? ], gesture/posture [survey in ?
], vocal cues [surveys in ? ? ], and biological signals [surveys
in ? ? ]—and combinations of those modes [surveys in ? ? ?
].

However, as we noted in Section 4.3, it can be diffi-
cult to get truly spontaneous, naturalistic data for emotion
expression—to use as training data for automatic systems, as
much as for the scientific purposes mentioned above [? ? ? ].

For this reason, automatic affect recognition researchers
have often used datasets of acted emotion [e.g., ? ? ? ].
While the situation has improved in recent years, with sev-
eral annotated video datasets of “spontaneous” emotion ex-

7However, it is worth pointing out that UGC data also has the potential
to aid in automatic speech recognition (ASR) in arbitrarily noisy environ-
ments, especially in recognizing children’s speech. Again because of the
additional necessary permissions and precautions, ASR researchers have a
much smaller pool of recorded corpus data to draw from for recognizing the
speech of children, in comparison to the available resources for adult speech
[? ].

8We use emotion (expression) and affect somewhat interchangeably in
talking about the whole field; for particular applications, researchers often
draw finer distinctions.

pression being released, much of that data has in fact been
induced emotion, collected under contrived conditions [e.g.,
? ? ? ], or at best from television interviews [e.g., ? ? ]. Even
“spontaneous” datasets are usually collected under contrived
conditions, either induced or (at best) interviews. (In addi-
tion, such data are often collected under ideal conditions, in
terms of lighting, head angle, etc.) Available annotated data-
sets collected in more truly naturalistic situations with rich
context are fewer and are often audio-only [e.g., ? ? ] (where
it is easier to minimize the effects of recording [? ]).9 The
value of UGC data for this purpose is therefore coming to be
recognized with new datasets [e.g., ? ], but none as yet have
strong human-generated annotations.

Comparisons show that acted and induced or spontaneous
emotion expression can differ in ways that have consequences
for recognition [e.g., ? ? ]—fundamental enough that differ-
ent features may be more discriminatory [e.g., ? ? ? ]. Most
tellingly, cross-testing between datasets shows that training
systems to recognize acted, prototypical, or larger-than-life
examples of affective cues does not necessarily prepare them
well for their actual task: recognizing what humans are do-
ing “in the wild” [? ? ? ? ] (though model adaptation can
help [? ])—nor vice versa, for that matter [? ].10 Natural
emotion expression may be much subtler, and cues may be
ambiguous—either because there are multiple emotions that
cue commonly expresses or because the person is expressing
an emotional state that does not fall neatly into one category
[e.g., ? ? ? ? ? ? ]. In addition, even dimensional (non-
categorical) analysis systems run into problems because of the
wide variation between individuals [? ? ? ? ].

To take just one example of an intriguing study that invites
replication with naturalistic data, Metallinou et al. (2012)
were able to improve emotion recognition in video by tak-
ing into account prior and following emotion estimations, i.e.,
by modeling the emotional structure of an interaction at the
same time as the individual cues [? ]. However, they used di-
alogues improvised by actors rather than naturally occurring
emotional interactions.

9By “truly naturalistic”, we mean occurring naturally in the course of ev-
eryday life, rather than induced by a researcher. We do not (necessarily) mean
what is sometimes called in behavioral research “biologically driven” (or,
even more confusingly, “spontaneous”) emotion expression [e.g., ? ], which
is then opposed to some general category of unnatural or non-spontaneous
behavior that lumps together learned or socially driven emotion expression
with acted or deliberately false emotion.
UGC image and video data will include a large proportion of emotion expres-
sion driven by communicative purposes and manifested according to learned
cultural conventions (and varying in how closely it represents what the per-
son is “really” feeling), but it is nonetheless a response to a naturally arising
context [? ? ]. For an AI system, it will be important to be able to inter-
pret (and emulate [? ]) both cues that can be consciously mediated (such
as vocal pitch) and cues that (largely) cannot (such as pulse rate)—and to
use the two different types of information appropriately in interaction. (Here,
we set aside the effects of being recorded in the first place, which are nearly
unminimizable for any kind of video data [? ].)

10Many of these comparisons are between acted and induced data. Extend-
ing to three-way comparisons with UGC data (of comparable quality) is one
obvious starting point for research.
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An important question is whether they would have
achieved similar results using non-acted data. In other words,
is automatic recognition of emotions in the wild helped in the
same way or to the same degree by taking into account prior
and following judgments, or is there something special about
the unity of presentation in an acted situation? To investi-
gate this, researchers could collect and annotate data from the
YFCC100M videos that depict interactional situations simi-
lar to those improvised by the actors, using tag search, speech
detectors, and recognizers for particular activities. For exam-
ple, the existing autotags and video event labels could be used
to filter for targets like people, sport, wedding, hospital, fight,
or love.

For humans, context and world knowledge can help to
disambiguate or clarify confusing emotional cues [? ], but
context-sensitive automatic affect interpretation is still a fairly
young field [e.g., ? ? ? ? ]. As Castellano et al. 2015 (among
others) point out, AI systems require both training and test-
ing data specific to the types of interactional situations they
are likely to face, to ensure they will interpret cues correctly
and react appropriately [? ]. They thus point out the need in
affective computing for more datasets drawn from recordings
of specific natural contexts.

TheThe YFCC100M offers an opportunity to gather cor-
pora of motion expression occurring in natural situations and
recorded under non-ideal conditions, with a wide variety of
contexts and drawn from a variety of cultures. These corpora
could then be annotated and used to train systems to inter-
pret emotion relative to situational and cultural context, and
to produce interactional styles matched to those contexts and
to the culture [? ]. The fact that a given Flickr user will of-
ten have videos of the same people (such as the user’s family
members) across many different situations can also provide
an opportunity to isolate individual variation from contextual
variation.

To demonstrate the importance of context-specificity,
Castellano and colleagues collected data from children play-
ing chess—in this case, with a robot—to train the robot to
interact socially while playing the game [? ? ]. They found
that including context features in the affect recognition com-
ponent increased children’s engagement with the robot, and
that game-specific context features had a bigger effect than
general social context features.

However, playing chess with children is obviously only
one of thousands or millions of situations AIs might be called
upon to interact in, each with its own norms and scenarios
that might be broken down into context features. Whether
one is building many purpose-specific AIs or a more general-
purpose AI system, it would quickly become prohibitively ex-
pensive to try to collect a similarly controlled emotion dataset
for every situation.

A researcher could use the MMBDS framework to gather
video data on situations of interest, combining tag and lo-
cation search with feature-based query-by-example, exist-

ing strong labels (e.g., event labels), and recognizers for,
e.g., human faces, speech/non-speech, and particular rele-
vant objects. For common situations such as tourist inter-
actions, researchers may be able to find enough high-quality
videos from useful angles to constitute a training dataset in
itself, or at least enough to identify which context features
to target (i.e., to develop a codebook). For other situations,
YFCC100M data could help researchers prioritize what kind
of controlled data to collect, identify the range of conditions
they might need to get a representative sample, and find al-
ternatives or proxies for situations where controlling data col-
lection may be too difficult.

5.3. Construction Site Navigation

For autonomous driving systems, construction sites are very
challenging [? ]. Each site looks different, with large differ-
ences between countries. In addition, it is difficult to get suf-
ficient data. For relatively predictable features of sites such
as warning signs, existing classifiers [? ] could be applied or
extended relatively easily. In the MMBDS framework, more
sophisticated approaches to data-gathering could be imple-
mented to address more challenging and heterogeneous char-
acteristics.

Using archived traffic reports or government data to locate
construction sites, a researcher could then filter out poten-
tially relevant videos and images from the YFCC100M data-
set using timestamps and geotags. This data could be quickly
reviewed to verify its relevance and perhaps add additional
tags. This approach would extract a much bigger dataset than
could be obtained solely using warning-sign classifiers. The
next step would be to train classifiers and segmentation algo-
rithms to recognize and characterize construction sites (even
if they are unmarked), and to assess the likelihood of various
complications and risks.

As a side note, this is a good example of a case where
maximal applicability requires having human-interpretable
algorithms, so the knowledge gained can be best integrated
into autonomous driving applications.

5.4. Other Location-Based Applications

In addition to studies of how people differ by location and cul-
tural background, such as those we suggested in Section 4.4,
the YFCC100M location information can be used in combi-
nation with other data extracted from images/videos for sev-
eral AI applications. For example, a number of studies have
looked at using social-media content—including YFCC100M
data—to automatically generate tourist guides [? ? ].

The studies of people’s possessions proposed in Sec-
tion 4.4 could be extended to automatic applications, for ex-
ample for targeted advertising and market research. Data on
possessions could also be used to generate features and train
an estimator for housing values based on public property-
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value data, then to transfer this classification to regions that
do not have publicly available data on housing values.

Conversely, the dangers posed by multimedia analysis
techniques like automatic valuation and location estimation
are an important topic in online privacy, where researchers
are examining and measuring how much private information
users give away when they post, e.g., images and videos [? ].
The potential for new applications like location-aware classi-
fication of people’s possessions increases those dangers. Af-
ter all, such techniques—especially when combined with in-
formation from other online sources—could be used not only
by marketers but by criminals, for example to plan a robbery
(called cybercasing [? ]).

6. IMPLEMENTATION CASE STUDY: ORIGAMI

This section describes a practical case study we conducted
to analyze the requirements for the MMBDS framework. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that machine learning has
been used in the study of origami.

6.1. Background: Origami in Science

Origami is the art of paperfolding. The term arises specifi-
cally from the Japanese tradition, but that tradition has been
practiced around the world for several centuries now [? ].
In addition to being a recreational art form, in recent years,
origami has increasingly often been incorporated into the
work and research of mathematicians and engineers.

For example, in the 1970s, to solve the problem of pack-
ing large, flat membrane structures to be sent into space, Ko-
ryo Miura used origami: he developed a method for collaps-
ing a large flat sheet to a much smaller area so that collapsing
or expanding the sheet would only require pushing or pulling
at the opposite corners of the sheet [? ]. Similarly, Robert
Lang is using computational origami-based research to help
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory design a space
telescope lens (“Eyeglass”) that can collapse down from 100
meters in diameter to a size that will fit in a rocket roughly
4 meters in diameter [? ? ]. In the field of mathematics,
Thomas Hull is investigating enumeration of the valid ways
to fold along a crease pattern (i.e., a diagram containing all
the creases needed to create a model) such that it will lie flat.
He uses approaches from coloring in graph theory to solve the
problem [? ]. In medicine, Kuribayashi et al. used origami
to design a metallic heart stent that can easily be threaded
through an artery before expanding where it needs to be de-
ployed [? ].

In other words, origami is becoming an established part
of science. To support research on origami, we decided to
generate a large origami dataset, building around data in the
YFCC100M.

6.2. Potential Research Question: Regional Differences

As our test case for the requirements analysis, we gathered
a dataset from the YFCC100M that could be used to answer
questions about regional variation, such as: What are the dif-
ferences between countries/regions in terms of what styles
and subject matter are most popular? How do those differ-
ences interact with other paperfolding traditions?

Some traditional approaches to this question might be
to look at books or informational websites about origami
from different places, or to contact and interview experts in
those well-known places. However, the books and websites
are unlikely to be comprehensive across regions, and experts
might not know about (or be concerned about) origami in
all the places it is practiced. Alternatively, one could travel
the world, visiting local communities to gather data about
origami practices, but this would be very expensive and time-
consuming (if one could even get funded to do it).

However, origami can also fruitfully be studied using
UGC media. People are often proud of their origami art, es-
pecially when it is of high difficulty and quality. It is therefore
the kind of thing that people take pictures of, and upload them
to social media like Flickr.

Using the MMBDS framework to target location-specific
images of origami, data for such a field study could be gath-
ered in a day.

6.3. The Limitations of Text-Based Search

We began by assessing what could be gathered via a simple
text metadata search, using the YFCC100M browser [? ].
The keyword origami netted more than 13, 000 hits. How-
ever, only about half of the returned images were geotagged,
and we identified several issues with the remainder.

Most obviously, more than 30% of the images did not con-
tain origami. In addition, the spatial distribution map did not
match where common sense tells us origami should be preva-
lent. The most uploads came from Colombia, followed by
the U.S. and Germany. Japan was in seventh place, and there
were only two examples from China.

This unexpected distribution likely had several causes.
First, there is a general bias towards the U.S. in the
YFCC100M [? ]. It was gathered from Flickr, which is
most popular in the U.S. and Europe, and less popular else-
where (and in the case of China, was blocked for part of the
target period). Second, subset geographical skew can also
stem from user bias; in this case, nearly 1, 000 images were
uploaded by one artist (Jorge Jamarillo) from Colombia. Fi-
nally, a search on origami would not catch examples tagged in
Japanese characters. Media whose metadata is in a different
language than the researcher is searching in will not be in-
cluded, putting the burden of language-guessing and transla-
tion on the researcher. (Though many Flickr users do include
English tags, whatever other languages they use [? ].) Mul-
tilingual search is also limited by character encoding issues;
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at present, a researcher could not search using Japanese at
all. This highlights the general problem described in Section
3, that searching the text metadata will miss many examples,
most obviously those that do not have text metadata at all.

These limitations show that we need a more comprehen-
sive search engine that can consider multimedia content. As
we described in Section 3.2, the user should be able to create
new filters by selecting good examples. For a location-based
study like this one, location estimation could expand the data-
set. Furthermore, the search needs to incorporate translation,
either of the search terms or the media metadata. Finally,
a science-ready search engine should allow a researcher to
quantify and visualize bias (such as user bias) and have a con-
figurable filtering tool for reducing bias (see Section 3.4).

6.4. Data Processing and Filter Generation

For an effective search, statistics over the metadata are re-
quired to quickly generate ideas for additional search terms
to include or exclude. In our case, we narrowed our search by
using the prominent tags papiroflexia (Spanish for origami)
and origamiforum, and found they were more reliable than
origami. We used these terms, plus minimal hand-cleaning,
to collect 1, 938 geotagged origami images for the first part of
our filter-training dataset.11

That process highlighted some considerations for the se-
lection and data-processing framework (as described in Sec-
tion 3.3)—and why it needs to be part of the same system.
For example, to create a training dataset for filter generation,
we wanted to use images where the origami object was dom-
inant (rather than, for instance, a person holding an origami
object). Instead of having to hand-prune the initial results, it
is much faster to begin with automatic annotations for, e.g.,
people (such as the existing autotags, which we added later),
or with similarity-based filters.

We began with our extracted dataset of 1, 938 examples
to analyze the requirements for the process of generating
new filters. First we applied a VGG16 neural network [? ],
trained on ImageNet with 1, 000 common classes (not includ-
ing origami). The top-1 predictions were spread across 263
different classes, and the top-5 predictions were spread across
529 classes.

The most common classes we found are summarized in
Table 1. Our ground truth origami images were quite often
classified as pinwheel, envelope, carton, paper towel, packet,
or handkerchief —all visually (and conceptually) similar to
origami/paperfolding in involving paper. We also noted that
(beyond pinwheel) some images were classified as containing
the real-world objects the origami was supposed to represent,
such as bugs or candles—and in some cases, like flowers, the

11Because of our choice of terms, around 25% of this training dataset con-
sisted of Colombian images. Again, ideally, a search engine should include
sampling tools to easily ensure that the resulting detector was not skewed
towards a specific country.

Table 1. Top-i predictions for our extracted YFCC100M sub-
set (n = number of occurrences).

Top-1 Top-5
name n name n
pinwheel 243 envelope 788
envelope 243 pinwheel 518
carton 117 carton 499
paper towel 76 packet 328
honeycomb 71 handkerchief 314
lampshade 41 paper towel 302
rubber eraser 39 rubber eraser 238
handkerchief 37 candle 218
pencil sharpener 35 lampshade 192
shower cap 34 wall clock 168

origami was often difficult to distinguish from the real object
even for a human.

We therefore believe that assigning ImageNet labels to the
whole YFCC100M dataset via VGG16 could be a first step
in improving the search function by allowing multiple filter
types. For example, searching for data tagged as envelope by
the VGG16 net and origami in the text metadata would prob-
ably deliver cleaner results than just searching for origami.

However, since VGG16 trained on ImageNet apparently
includes many classes that are at least visually similar to
origami, VGG16 features (not classes) would seem to be the
better basis for constructing a new classifier/filter for origami.
In general, features from deep learning networks are quite
powerful for image classification [e.g., ? ], so are good can-
didates for use in our framework.

As we pointed out in Section 3.3, if a researcher already
has some target images on hand, they can be used to im-
prove the filter. In this case, we added additional data, by
scraping images from two origami-specific databases [? ? ].
After some minor cleaning by hand (to remove instructions
and placeholder images), these databases yielded 3, 934 and
2, 140 additional origami images. To construct a non-origami
class, we used the ILSVRC2011 validation data [? ].12 We
used the first 8 examples for each label, excluding pinwheel,
envelope, carton, paper towel, packet, and handkerchief. In
all, we had 8, 011 images with origami and 7, 976 images
without origami.

For features, we used the VGG16 output before the
last layer. VGG16 features are already available for the
YFCC100M as part of the Multimedia Commons [? ]; such
precomputed features are essential to speed up processing.
We generated features for the rest of the data using MXNet.13

We evaluated the classifier using the pySPACE framework [?
], with a logistic regression implemented in scikit-learn [?
] (default settings) with 5-fold cross-validation and 5 repe-

12We could not use the regular ImageNet data for the non-origami class
because that is what the VGG16 net was trained on.

13http://mxnet.io
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titions. The classifier achieved a 97.4%± 0.3 balanced accu-
racy (BA) [? ].

6.5. Using the New Filter to Gather More Data

Applying a new trained neural network to all the YFCC100M
images would require a tremendous amount of processing.
On the other hand, our approach—using a simple classifier
model and precomputed features—enabled the transfer on a
very simple computing instance without a GPU.

In total, our classifier identified 1, 960, 303
images as origami. The histogram distribu-
tion of the classification probability scores was
[86.9, 5.3, 3.1, 1.5, 1.1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1] (as percent-
ages).

Visual inspection of the highest ranked 87 origami im-
ages (scores > 0.99999) showed only 2 incorrect identifi-
cations. But looking at the lower-scoring images, we found
much worse performance. Even for classification probabili-
ties between 0.99 and 0.9, visual inspection of a subset re-
vealed that less than 50% of the images contained origami.

This discrepancy shows that it is crucial to allow the user
to adjust the decision boundary for a given filter. It also shows
that, at this scale, filtering will generally need to be above
99% BA in quality. Having an error of 1% for the non-target
class can easily result in millions of misclassifications, effec-
tively swamping a low number of relevant examples.

Visual inspection also showed that many images were not
photos; this suggests that a pre-supplied photo/non-photo fil-
ter would allow for quick weeding. This could be done us-
ing EXIF data (released as a YFCC100M extension) to select
images that have camera information. In addition, once the
new origami filter had been applied, autotags (or other anno-
tations) could be used to remove types of images that were
commonly misclassified as origami (in this case, people, ani-
mals, vehicles, and food)

6.6. From Images to Field Study

For this case study, we extracted only those
origami/paperfolding images with location information
(39% of those found).

To compare regional variations in origami styles and sub-
jects, the researcher would want to begin by dividing the
geotagged data into geographic units. For this, we used the
YFCC100M Places extension, which has place names based
on the GPS coordinates.

We looked at the country distribution of the top 5, 167
images (those scoring higher than 0.99). In total, this high-
scoring dataset included images from 178 countries, with 93
of those countries having at least 10 examples for an origami
researcher to work with. The top 12 countries all had more
than 100 images each.

7. OUTLOOK AND CALL TO ACTION

In this paper, we introduced a cross-disciplinary framework
for multimedia big data studies (MMBDS) and gave a num-
ber of motivating examples of past or potential real-world
field studies that could be conducted, replicated, piloted, or
extended cheaply and easily with user-generated multimedia
content. We also described Multimedia Commons Search, the
first open-source search for the YFCC100M and the Multime-
dia Commons. We encourage researchers to add their contri-
butions to make the framework even more powerful.

Scientists (including some of the authors of this paper) are
integral to building a resource like this. Our discussions about
the research topics described in Sections 4 and 5 indicate that
there is a high level of interest in having an MMBDS frame-
work like the one we are developing. These discussions are
already informing the design, and we will continue to involve
these and other scientists to ensure maximum utility and us-
ability. We view these kinds of discussions as essential to
shifting the focus of the field from potential impact to actual
impact. We encourage more multimedia scientists to get in
contact with scientists from other disciplines—from environ-
mental science to linguistics to robotics—and vice versa, to
build new on-the-ground MMBDS collaborations.
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